
Hello friends!

It's Christmas week, and first of all we want to wish you a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year!

Christmas is all about hope, light and transformation that Jesus brought to this world.
Because of the war and after a month spent in a pretty dark place (literally) - I realize
this more than ever, how much we need His Light, His Gospel. So may His Truth, His
Light always shines on you, in you and lead you through life!

I began to write this letter back in Ukraine in my last week there, but we had big
problems with electricity and the internet, so I'm finishing it up here in Canada.

Pictures will be sorted in folders corresponding to the events or trips that I will be
sharing about in this update.

So, I've spent 4 weeks in Ukraine (mostly in Lviv, but some time in Carpathian
region, and in Poland as well) and  there have been two massive strikes (80-100



missiles during each) on the whole Ukraine and tons  of local strikes closer to the battle
line that are happening everyday.  Couple of days ago when I was already in Canada, I
woke up to the news of another massive strike - close to 80 missiles... Sadly - there is a
strong chance that it will keep happening again and again every other week or so...
Russia continues its terror on Ukraine. Everyday they try to destroy our critical
infrastructure, cut Ukrainian people from electricity, heating and the internet - they
openly say that they want us to suffer and freeze in winter... Russia has been losing on
the battlefield. Step by step our army is liberating occupied territories, cities and villages
and most importantly people in them. So Russia takes revenge on civilian
infrastructure... With their long range missiles they target not military bases, or not even
airports - but power plants (including nuclear),  central heating stations,  water supply
pumps - leaving millions of people without basic necessities.  There has been a critical
shortage of electricity in Ukraine for the last 6-8 weeks and with every strike it's getting
worse...  Since I've been in Lviv, our local government divided the city into 3 groups and
each group should receive power for 3-4 hours, and none for the next 8-9 hours... Some
days it was a bit longer than 4 hours - but still, at most only half time in a day we had
electricity.  Other half - complete blackout.  But Ukrainians  are not giving up. People
and businesses are adjusting - using petrol generators, rechargeable power stations
and power banks.  All of these are in high demand and a must for the winter.  There is a
popular saying in Ukraine right now: "It's hard and scary to live through winter without
electricity, but it's a lot scarier to live with Russians".   (I'll include a short video  - how
things look like on one of the streets here, and how stores are using generators to
continue their work)

This is a little bit of context for you, to understand how things are there lately...

(Actually as I finish this letter up - there is a crazy winter storm raging outside the
windows, and some areas here in Ontario already have lost electricity. I hope and pray it
comes back ASAP, but it gives you an idea what Ukrainians experience every day)

It was in many ways a difficult and intense trip for me, but it also brought a lot of joy and
experience of being an instrument in God's hands. I missed my girls very much, but at
the same time having them in a safe place here in Canada helped me to focus on the
ministry and give pretty much all time to people in need.

When I arrived to Lviv in mid November I had the following goals for my time there:
· Encouraging and resourcing church' core ministry team
· Meeting personally with each church member  (to shepherd and
encourage)
· Teaching on Sundays gatherings
· Delivering humanitarian aid and responding to practical needs



Encouraging and resourcing our church' core ministry team.
Originally I was hoping that we would go somewhere for a retreat but, it didn't work out

(because of constant power outage - it didn't make sense to go away and just sit there
in darkness), but we have met multiple times in Lviv, in my home and other places for
extended chunks of time, listening to each other's hopes and concerns, praying for one
another, seeking wisdom and encouragement in the Word of God, and making plans for
the next couple of months (as much as we can make them in such uncertain time). In

the last week we also managed to go to sauna with the group of men from church
(They had to use generator to power it)

I'm very proud of our team - they have been faithfully leading the church in my
absence and serving hundreds of refugees.  Since the beginтing of the war - over 4000
refugees have stayed in our shelters, more than 80000km driven and more than 60 tons
of supplies delivered just on the Sprinter van alone (and probably 50% more of that on
other vehicles)

Meeting personally with each church member  (to shepherd and encourage)
I was able to meet with around 80% of people that I wanted. Power outages kind of

helped to do so, because there were not many other things to do Often we met and
talked around candles or flashlights. Most of the conversations were about maintaining
hope in this difficult and violent time, trusting that Jesus will be with us, lead us and we
can even find something good through it all. As you can imagine - people are
experiencing  a lot of stress and anxiety, some even deep form of depression. For
example a young woman whose husband was drafted and now is serving in the army
near the Russian border. They have a 5 y.o. son. For months she was depressed and
full of anxiety. But she chooses to continue trusting God and serving others. She invited
another girl  who relocated from Kyiv and in need of a place to live, to move in with them
for now.  Another family doesn't know if they can make it financially, as the economy is
going down and there is no guarantee of employment and steady payments. Another
man has sent his wife and 2 little daughters to Poland where it's safer on one side, but
it's hard for them to be apart... Another man is in the army and his wife and 2 kids are in
Germany...  Some people remain open to God and actively serve in church and some
tend to isolate themselves and the war and so much destruction, suffering and death is
challenging for their faith - Why is God allowing for this to happen?
.... These are just some of the many stories of disrupted lives, deeply affected by this
cruel war...  As I was listening to their hearts, their hopes and fears - it was very clear
that Jesus is the only hope for us... But not Jesus who "supposed to keep us safe and
comfortable", but Jesus that Himself came to this broken world, who lived and served all
His life in the occupied country, shared in our sufferings and won on the cross and in
resurrection.



These conversations made very clear to me what I need to preach on while there - to
remind my brothers and sisters of the Christ centered worldview.

Preaching and teaching on Sundays
Our church meets on Sunday afternoons now in a local Baptist Seminary. It's a very
nice and comfortable place and is very close to the facility where we've met for years
and that now serves as one of our shelters. Also thankfully - there were always
electricity on
So while in Lviv, I preached 3 sermons:

· "Jesus that didn't meet our hopes" (based on "road to Emmaus
conversation"),
· "God's story of my life" (What is actually happening in this world, and where is
our place in it. Contrasting self centered and Christ centered lifestyle)
· "How the last ones become the first and other paradoxes of living in God's
story" (How the loving and sacrificial lifestyle is actually THE Success and the
only way to live that makes sense in this world)

My desire was to help us see that God is still in control, that He has His purposes, and
that this War in grotesque form shows us what already has been wrong with this world
for long-long time, we were just hiding from it in the stories of comfort and safety that we
tried to build for ourselves, but instead God is inviting us to be part of His story of
redemption and hope in Jesus, even or especially in such a dark times as these. That
even though we go through suffering - we can share The Love and eternal hope with
others around us.
Please pray that our brothers and sisters in Lviv (and me and Halya here) can
always cling to this hope and spread it to those around us.

Delivering humanitarian aid. Another important part of my trip was to help practically -
to get and deliver food and necessary supplies to the needy.

· trip to Poland
So I went to Poland with my friends Yuriy and Natalia to get food, supplies, power
banks, etc. It was supposed to be just a one day trip, but unfortunately our Sprinter van
broke down, and we were stuck there for 3 days... The vehicle wasn't able to start on it's
own and on multiple occasions we had to push start it (pump clutch), but even then it
wouldn't go any quicker than 20km per hour. Replacing the battery and starter didn't
help and multiple mechanics didn't know what else it could be... To make a long story
short - we finally ended up at the official Mercedes service and they said that the
problem is with 2 sensors responsible for ecology, they malfunctioned and are blocking

the engine electronically... The cost of replacing them would be around $1500 ...But
thankfully they were able to reset them, - so it works for now, but the problem could



return any moment and then it would need to be replaced... But it works for now too and
we were able to bring all the necessary things. Well, that van has served us very well so
far, we've put out over 80000km on it since March, often carrying heavy loads. So it
looks like it might need some repairs soon... It's good that we have another Ford van to
use, it's smaller and more of a passenger type, but we have used it multiple times to
deliver supplies as well.
On the positive side, the unforeseen delay with the van gave additional time for good
conversations with Yuriy and Natalia, truly key volunteers and very faithful servants, I'm
very thankful for them! The next week they went again to pick up another set of
supplies, and generators for people from liberated territories, as their cities and
infrastructure was completely ruined. We prepare and send packages by postal service
to those places.

· Our 2 shelters
Big chunk of supplies and food goes to people in our shelters. The overall number of
residents is a little bit less than it used to be, but it varies month to month... One of them
is functioning as a long term hostel, another as a short term starter place for newcomers
to Lviv. We upgraded both of them with actual beds (before it was just mattresses on the
floor), also once in a couple of months we do complete thorough cleaning. It's good to
see that many current and former residents attend Sunday gatherings and Bible study
groups. Many of them experienced personal tragedies - destroyed homes, killed
relatives, ruined businesses, etc. So we try not only to help practically, but to help them
to deal with that trauma, and encourage them with the hope in Jesus. I actually
recorded an interview with some of them. I need to edit and add translations on top, but
will be sharing their stories with you in the next few weeks. God is at work in their lives,
please pray that their hearts and minds will be open and that despite all the
losses they can come to know Jesus as Lord and Saviour and experience new life
in Him.

· Connecting with other groups of refugees and bringing supplies to them
Besides our 2 shelters we developed relationships with groups of refugees that have
been placed in different remote locations around Lviv. Also some of the refugees that
lived in our shelters and now have found more permanent places to live - we still try to
visit them, bring supplies, encourage and keep friendship going. When we come we
always try to share a Gospel message with them. One of those groups is located in a
village called Bilyi Kamin. There are many children there too, and we brought special
gifts for them as well.
Another group is located around 100 km from Lviv in the Carpathian region. Our team
also has been visiting them regularly.  They are very open to having regular Bible study.
There is one christian family among them and we encourage and coach them to start
and lead that Bible study, as our volunteers can't come every week there. Please pray
for God's guidance in that, and that it will bring hope and peace for them.



· Letters from Canadian children
Another cool thing that happened is the connection established between kids from
Canada and Ukraine. Before I went to Ukraine, me and Halya had a chance to present
our mission work at a junior youth meeting at New Hope church. They had a "missions
night" inviting different missionaries that serve in different countries around the world to
share with kids about mission work and make them aware and think about other nations
and needs there. I think it's a brilliant idea to introduce kids at a young age to the idea of
missions and realities of the world! So as we were sharing about the war in Ukraine and
our humanitarian work there (specifically about camps for refugee kids that we did in the
summer), some kids started to ask questions - if and how they can help now. Obviously
we encouraged them to pray, but also the idea emerged that they can write letters of
encouragement, maybe draw something and add a little toy gifts and I can take those
with me to Ukraine and pass them to children there. So a bunch of them did that and I
had 15-20 letters/gifts to bring with me. I've distributed those letters and gifts among
refugee groups that we were visiting. One girl named Leah especially touched my heart.
She asked her friends and relatives not to give her presents for birthday, but instead she
collected the money and gave it all out to buy food and gifts for children in Ukraine. We
added to that and made gift packages and distributed them among biggest refugee
group (around 30 kids). I also made photocopies of her letter, and gave them to kids
there. They were truly touched as were their parents. You can see a Facebook post
about it by a social worker from the base they live at: shorturl.at/ijyF9

Many of the Ukrainian kids wrote back and I brought a bunch of letters with me.
Hopefully it can establish some meaningful friendships among children across the
ocean. If anyone wants to join in with those letters - please let me know and we'll be
happy to bring a letter from your kids with us to Ukraine next time. Also please pray
that God will use this in a special way to encourage and grow kids on both sides.

· Need for generators, power stations, power banks.
Because of russian attack on the electrical infrastructure of Ukraine, there is a
tremendous need for things that produce or store electricity. Petrol or Diesel generators,
power stations, power banks to charge phones, flash lights and portable lighting etc. All
these things are pretty costly and hard to get now, as Ukrainians are buying it probably
from the whole of Europe... With the help of friends in Europe we were able to get a
bunch of generators, and deliver/send them to people who have the biggest need, but
there is a need for many more. I have a friend who's an army chaplain - and they are in
need of 3 generators ASAP... A girl from our church who's the oldest of 8 siblings, asks
for help as her family lives in a small rural town and they get electricity only 2 times per
24 hours for 1.5 hours or so. It's been really cold and her younger brothers and sisters
are constantly sick.... But they live in an apartment and you can't run a gasoline

http://shorturl.at/ijyF9


generator inside the building there for safety reasons.  Most people live in apartment
buildings so actually power stations are even more needed (like EcoFlow Delta 2, Delta
Pro or Bluetti AC200 - please Google them). They can be charged in 60-90 minutes or
so, but then hold charge for 6-8 hours and power all the necessary devices, and most
importantly power is needed for boilers/heaters to run! One of our shelters is in an
apartment building too, and we need a power station like that for it. When our family
returns to Ukraine - we would definitely need one as well.... They are pretty expensive
($1500-2000) and now there is a back order for them for 3-4 weeks, but it's a really
necessary thing to survive winter and beyond, if we will have electricity only for a couple
of hours per day...
So please pray for God's protection on Ukrainians to survive this winter and
consider giving towards those needs through the OMS relief fund. (Link at the end
of this letter)

And please pray for my friend that I mentioned above (who is the chaplain in the
army) - His name is Anatoliy. He has had some big problems with his health
recently. Very high blood pressure, high body temperature, he fainted a couple of times
2 days ago... and he still had to do a funeral ceremony for a deceased soldier.... He has
seen and experienced so much suffering through this war, he lives in Bucha and lived
through that occupation and massacre in the Spring and lost so many friends in the
army... as a chaplain he often conducts military funerals and it has been very heavy on
him... Pray for the possibility of rest and renewal physically, emotionally and
spiritually for him.

· Halya and the girls
While I was in Ukraine Halya and the girls moved in with my parents and we are very

thankful for their hospitality. But yesterday we moved to a house in Thorold to be on our
own. It can be available to us until the end of March if we need it that long. And we can
live here just paying for utilities! Not to mention, that it's just around the corner from
Sofiya's school. It's another in a string of blessings that we've experienced through
people here in Canada. We've always had a place to live and a vehicle to get around -
all because of generous people willing to share what they have! (you know who you are)
We are deeply thankful to God and to you!
So while I was away Halya was busy helping Ukrainian newcomers (3 families in
particular) - driving them around where needed, helping to get settled, explaining how
things work in Canada, just meeting with ladies or talking on the phone to encourage.
With one of the ladies she also started a weekly Bible study on Zoom, her name is
Oksana and as far as we can tell she doesn't know Jesus as Lord and Savior yet, but
she's very open and interested to explore the Bible together with Halya. Please pray for



God's work in her life and that she will believe in Jesus as Lord and Saviour and
follow Him!
Another thing that Halya did, that is part of her gifts - is helping elderly people. She
loves to cook for them, help cleaning up or decorating their homes, just talk and
encourage. She truly has a gift for that and has been doing that on a number of
occasions.
Girls have been going to school and youth meetings at church every week, overall they
are happy and enjoy that, but still miss home badly. While I was in Ukraine, and we had
electricity and internet - they begged me just to show our home, their room and their
things on video and literally started crying while seeing it. So they are really homesick
right now and even though they love a lot of things about Canada and people here -
they still can't wait to return home.

After spending a month in Lviv and experiencing those "extreme" conditions I still
think it's "livable", after all millions of people live through that (on the east of Ukraine it's
even a lot worst) - we just need to prepare well (get that power station, generator,
flashlights, etc). Also while there I realized even more - how important it is for me as a
pastor to be with people, to go through difficulties and sufferings together, we need to
share that experience to have a voice in their life and be able to truly encourage them.
Obviously that tension with protecting and providing a safe environment for our kids
remains, but if the things are not going to get worse we do hope to fly out to Ukraine
after girls finish their semester at school here. We have tickets to fly back on February
6th. When I say worse - that would be a complete blackout and freezing (then we would
just wait until spring when it gets warmer) or a new attack of russians from the north
towards Lviv.

Actually, all kinds of things might happen, so we're still keeping that decision on the
open hand. But this is our plan right now, and we hope and pray that we can follow
through with it. Plan B is that if we would have to keep Halya and the girls here in
Canada for a longer time - then I would go by myself again for a month or two in
February.

In January, we plan to continue fundraising - both for Ukraine Relief Fund (I
wrote earlier the needs for power stations and generators + there is an ongoing cost of
transportation, supplies, rent for shelters, etc) and for our family support (we still need
around $750 in recurring monthly donations)
We would be happy to meet personally or share more details about our ministry with a
group, or church whomever would be willing to come alongside us! We're very thankful
to those who are already supporting us, and we value very much if you have been just
praying for us! But if you haven't been doing so already - we ask you to consider even a
small recurring donation( for example $30, $50, $100 per month, or whatever amount
you want) - it all adds up!



So, if you want to support Refugee Relief efforts through OMS, here is the donation
page:
www.omscanada.org/disaster-relief-ukraine
(or for quickness - you can also e-transfer or PayPal money for that purpose directly to
me at p.lozynsky@gmail.com (but no income tax receipt))

If you want to support our family as we serve to others in Ukraine, go to one of these
links:
From Canada https://www.omscanada.org/pavlo-lozynsky
From USA https://onemissionsociety.org/missionaries/detail/Lozynsky

Thank you and God bless you!  To Jesus be all glory!  Merry Christmas!
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